
You have requested access to a copy of a report prepared by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (“PwC”) on 
Clear Channel UK’s delivery and reporting of digital Out of Home campaigns for the three months 
ended 31 March 2019, for the Adshel Live, Sainsbury’s Live, Asda Live and Wrap products (the 
“report”). Clear Channel UK, to whom the report is addressed, has confirmed that a copy of the report 
may be provided to you. PwC* has consented to release of the report to you on condition that you 
accept and agree to the terms below. 

By clicking on the link, I accept and agree for and on behalf of myself and the entity I represent (each a 
"recipient") that: 

1. PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (“PwC”) accepts no liability (including liability for negligence) to 
each recipient in relation to PwC’s report. The report is provided to each recipient for information 
purposes only. If a recipient relies on PwC’s report, it does so entirely at its own risk;  

2. No recipient will bring a claim against PwC which relates to the access to the report by a recipient; 

3. Neither PwC’s report, nor information obtained from it, may be made available to anyone else 
without PwC’s prior written consent, except where required by law or regulation;  

4. PwC’s report was prepared with Clear Channel UK Limited’s interests in mind. It was not prepared 
with any recipient's interests in mind or for its use. PwC’s report is not a substitute for any 
enquiries that a recipient should make. The Clear Channel methodology covers a specific period of 
time in the past, and thus PwC’s assurance report is based on historical information. Any 
projection of such information or PwC’s opinion thereon to future periods is subject to the risk that 
changes may occur after the report is issued. For these reasons, such projection of information to 
future periods would be inappropriate;  

5.  PwC will be entitled to the benefit of and to enforce these terms 

6.  These terms and any dispute arising from them, whether contractual or non-contractual, are 
subject to English law and the exclusive jurisdiction of English courts. 
 

 

 

* PwC refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, a limited liability partnership incorporated in England 
(number OC303525), whose registered office is at 1 Embankment Place, London WC2N 6RH 
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About Clear Channel UK:
Clear Channel UK is part of one of the world’s leading Out of Home media owners with mote than 40,000 sites
nationwide. You’ll find Clear Channel advertising panels from Inverness in Scotland to Truro in Cornwall and in
every major urban area in between.


From continued investment in classic Adshei bus stops to leading the digital Out of Home revolution, we
continually find new and interesting ways to help brands meet people throughout the UK. Our dedicated team
of more than 650 people work in 14 locations nationwide work to create and post stunning advertising, as well
as cleaning and maintaining street furniture, making the urban environment better for local communities.


Clear Channel has long-term partnerships with advertisers, agencies, landlords and local authorities, helping
advertisers reach people in public spaces on our classic and digital platforms across the country.


Between Clear Channel International and UK Tech teams we have over 100 people involved in building out,
maintaining and supporting our Group-wide digital systems.


Pi udut


• Adshel Live
The UK’s largest digital Out of Home network. Over 1,800 digital roadside 6-sheet screens are located in
busy retail and leIsure hotspots In major towns and cities including London, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow
and Liverpool.


• Sainsbury’s Live
Our national network of digital 6-sheet screens at Sainsbury’s largest stores.


• Asda Live
Our national network of digital 6-sheet screens at Asda’s largest stores.


•


Our built-for-purpose nationwide network of roadside digital 48-sheet billboards in key cities such as
London, Manchester and Glasgow. These high quality screens reach millions of people travelling on busy
arterial routes In and out of the cities and have the capability to deliver contextual advertising for brands.
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About this report:
This document sets out our end-to-end process (the Methodology) for delivery and reporting of digital Out of
Home (OOH) campagins for the three months ended 31 March 2019 for the Adshel Live, Sainsburys Live,
Asda Live and Wrap products.


Our methodology is divided into seven sections:


1) Digital Out of Home campaign planning and inventory management


2) Campaign confirmation based on the client approved agreement


3) Content review for appropriateness and input into the CMS


4) Content and schedule transfer from the CMS to the Media Player


5) Digital campaign reporting and monitoring in Cleat Channel UK’s campaign reporting system inPlay


6) Playout reporting to clients and in-flight campaign reporting


7) Identification of digital frame hardware functionality issues


The methodology is under constant development as the digital OOH landscape constantly evolves. The
methodology applies to all digital campaigns booked on the Adshel Live, Sainsburys Live, Asda Live and Wrap
products excluding dynamic advertising campaigns.


About the assurance:
To help demonstrate the integrity of our campaign process, we have appointed PwC to provide independent
limited assurance over certain elements of the methodology for delivery and reporting of UK digital OOH
campaigns for the three months ended 31 March 2019, for our Adshel Live, Sainsbury’s Live, Asda Live and
Wrap products.


The specific procedures under assurance (denoted by numerals (I) — (xiii)) that relate to these sections are set
out in the black bold italics underlined and summarised on page 11.


Their independent limited assurance opinion is set out on the final pages of this document.
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Directors’ Statement:
As directors of Clear Channel UK Limited (Clear Channel UK’), we state that Cleat Channel UK has followed
our Methodology and correctly applied the specific procedures numbered (I) — (xiii), marked in black bold italics
underlined in the report, for the three months ended 31 March 2019, for our AUshel Live, Sainsbury’s Live,
Asda Live and Wrap products.


The Methodology does not omit or distort information relevant to the campaign process but, as it is prepared to
meet the common needs of a broad range of customers, it may not include every aspect of the services that
each individual customer may consider important in its own particular circumstances.


Signed:


1 •
rIIIt’.


Role: Cen


Date: t’t-119


For and on behalf of the directors of Cleat Channel UK Limited.
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Methodology
1) Digital Out of Home campaign planning and inventory management


Digital Out of Home campaigns are built in Cleat Channel UK’s proprietary planning and inventory management
system, PlaylQ, according to client briefs.


PlaylQ is Cleat Channel UK’s digital planning & inventory management tool. PlaylQ allows the Campaign
Planning team to plan and reserve digital Out of Home advertising campaigns across Clear Channel UK’s
network of Adshet Live, Sainsbury’s Live, Asda Live and Wrap screens.


A media plan for new advertising campaigns from the client (specialist, media agency, advertising agency or
advertiser directly) is received by Clear Channel UK’s Sales team. The Sales team emails the media plan to the
Campaign Planning team who build the campaign in PlaylQ.


(I) The Campaign Planning team calculate the number of plays required to meet the media plan.


Clients have the option to purchase inventory based on the number of screens, plays or impacts (the total
number of times a campaign is seen). Campaigns are built within PlayIQ based on plays. Where a media plan
is sold based on impacts, a multiplier is used (based on Route data, screen location and time of day) to convert
the plan into plays. Where a media plan is sold based on screens, a calculation is used (based on the plays
available over the given screens and time period).


Route data (provided by Route Research Limited) is the UK’s OOH industry accepted and widely used
audience dataset.


(ii) The Campaign Planning team confirms the availability of panels to meet the media plan,
ensuring that relevant prohibitions are applied.


PlaylQ allows the Campaign Planning team to check the availability of panels relevant to the media plan based
on campaign requirements and related geographic areas.


There are a number of prohibitions that could apply in selecting digital panels for a given campaign. These
could be stipulated by law, the landlord, local council, advertiser or advertising agency or self-regulatory.


Cleat Channel UK maintains a list of panel prohibitions against each frame. Once the panels have been
selected in PlaylQ, the frame lDs in the campaign are compared against the prohibited frame IDs lists before
availability is shared with clients.


(iii) After sharing availability, if the client would like to book the campaign, a confirmation is sent
to the client for approval.


When the campaign is agreed as a booking, the Sales team add the information to our CRM, where an
electronically signable document containing the information on the media plan is generated and sent to the
client for electronic signature and confirmation.
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2) Campaign confirmation based on the client approved agreement


(iv) Once the electronically signed agreement has been approved and signed by the client, the
Sales Support team perform a cross-check between the electronically ianQcI aateement and
PIayIQ, to confirm the campaign matches the agreed criteria.


The campaign is approved by a primary reviewer and then checked again by a secondary approver at Clear
Channel UK, with an audit trail recorded.


Once final approval from the client is received, the Sales Support team will confirm the campaign in PlaytO
where the status will be set to booked’, locking out this inventory.


The final site list is sent to the client once the booking has been confirmed.
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3) Content review for appropriateness and input into the CMS


Campaign creative content is sent by the client to the Sales Support team. Creative specifications for each of
the Clear Channel UK products are outlined on the Clear Channel UK website.


https:llwww.ctearchannel.co.uklour-productslspecificationsl


It is the advertiser’s responsibility to ensure that the advertising conforms with all relevant codes and laws of
advertising, whether on a statutory, legal or a self-regulatory basis (including but not limited to the ASA and
CAP guidelines).


The Sales Support team review all creative received to ensure it meets Cleat Channel UK’s specifications and
to ensure compliance with Clear Channel UK, Outsmart and landlord guidelines before uploading and assigning
the corresponding creative content into the CMS.


All creative content is passed through a transcoder. Content will be rejected by the transcoder lit is not in the
correct dimensions or orientation.


Clear Channel UK makes no amendments to content. If content is deemed to be unsuitable, or is rejected by
the transcoder, Cleat Channel UK will go back to the client to request replacement content.


(v) Creative content is uploaded by Sales Support to the CMS in accordance with provided content
schedule shared by client. The Sales Support team verifies that the correct creative content is
uploaded into CMS and follows the schedule approved by the client


Content can only be added to booked campaigns.


Where there are multiple creatives, multiple lines are added within a campaign to ensure content is allocated
correctly between different products or geographies or panels within a single campaign.


(vi) Event logs are captured witbin the CMS to record an audit trail of all content uploads and
changes.
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4) Content and schedule transfer from the CMS to the Media Player


Clear Channel UK uses a Media Player that displays the content on the network of digital panels and screens.


(vu) The CMS takes schedules and creative content and processes them for ingestion by the Media
Player. The Media Player then has both the creative content and the schedule for each
individual digital panel.
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5) Digital campaign reporting and monitoring in Clear Channel UK’s campaign reporting system
inPlay


6) Playout reporting to clients and in-flight campaign reporting


For each panel, the Media Player generates a playout log every hour and sends the logs to inPlay to be
processed.


inPlay is Clear Channel UK’s proprietary campaign monitoring system that gives the Digital Campaign
Management team visibility of the delivery of a campaign, from the time the campaign is live, to the final report.


This system is used by the Digital Campaign Management team to monitor and report the delivery of each
media campaign. Proof of Play (PoP) reports at the end of a campaign are created using inPlay, based on the
number of plays delivered.


(viii) When requested, the PoP report for a given campaign is downloaded from inPlay and the
delivery is reconciled to the media plan details from the signed agreement (see procedure ill).


Any campaigns which have under-delivered against the media plan are notified to the SaTes team. The Sales
team communicates to the client any under-delivery and agrees a remediation strategy with the client.


Where the booking currency differs to plays e.g. screens or impacts, plays are converted back into that
currency for campaign level reporting using the same method as referenced in procedure i.


(ix) Clear Channel UK monitors select campaigns during their delivery. Where these campaigns are
found to be under-delivering during flight Clear Channel UK actively seeks to remediate before
the end of the campaign.


Where inventory availability allows, Clear Channel UK will amend the booking in-flight to ensure the campaign
meets the agreed delivery. If amendments are not possible within the terms of the original media plan agreed,
Cleat Channel UK will seek to agree alternative remediation with the client. Any under-delivery at the end of the
campaign is reported in line with procedure x.


Also for select clients, inPlay reports are automatically shared at the end of campaigns.


This is being done on a trial basis and is being rolled out wider, to mote clients, over 2019.


(x) All delivered campaign impacts and frame allocations against media plan are reported
completely and accurately in line with commitments made by Clear Channel UK in the signed
agreement.


When sharing reports, any under-delivery against commitments are communicated and temediated with the
client.
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7) Identification of digital frame hardware functionality issues


Damaged or destroyed digital screens, loss of power and loss of network connectivity are examples of faults
that digital screens can experience. If the screen hardware is not functioning the advertisement may not be
physically sccn.


Clear Channel UK’s Digital Support Team (DST’) is responsible for monitoring all panels using real-time data,
fed into a Digital Monitor. This information is used to remediate any hardware faults and maintain the digital
estate.


(xi) Fat Adshe( Live, Sainsbup1”s Live, Asda Live arid Wrap screens hardware fault notifications are
generated to alert the Cleat Channel UK Digital Support Team (DST) and a remote fix is
attempted.


A fault identified through the Digital Monitor notifies the Cleat Channel UK DST of the fault, who will attempt a
remote fix on the screen.


(xii) If the remote fix is unsuccessful, Cleat Channel UK’s DST arrange a site visit to resolve the
hardware fault. The DST raise a ticket with the closest branch. The branch will perform a site
visit to solve the hardware fault within 2 working hours of notification.


DST have 10 branches around the UK with engineers ready to fix faulty screens.


(xiii) Where hardware faults are identified, faulty screens are flagged as Temporarily Out of Charge
(TO C). No plays or impacts are booked to a screen flagged as TOC.


No sales are made to screens that are flagged as TOC, see Methodology sections 5 and 6 above.
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Clear Channel procedures subject to assurance


Procedure
Methodology section Procedure descriptionnumber


1) Digital Out of Home campaign planning and The Campaign Planning team calculate the number of
inventory management plays required to meet the media plan.


The Campaign Planning team confirms the availability
(ii) 1) Digital Out of Home campaign planning and of panels to meet the media plan, ensuring that relevant


inventory management prohibitions are applied.
. . After sharing availability, if the client would like to book


... 1) Digital Out of Home campaign planning and
(Ni) . the campaign, a confirmation is sent to the client forinventory management


approval.
Once the electronically signed agreement has been


. . . . approved and signed by the client, the Sales Support
. 2) Campaign confirmation based on the client


(iv) team perform a cross-check between the electronicallyapproved agreement
signed agreement and PlaylQ, to confirm the campaign
matches the agreed criteria.
Creative content is uploaded by Sales Support to the


. . . CMS in accordance with provided content schedule
3) Content review for appropriateness and input into


fv)
the CMS


shared by client. The Sales Support team verifies that
the correct creative content is uploaded into CMS and
follows the schedule approved by the client.


‘vi’
3) Content review for appropriateness and input into Event logs are captured within the CMS to record an


‘
‘ the CMS audit trail of all content uploads and changes.


The CMS takes schedules and creative content and


‘vi’
4) Content and schedule transfer from the CMS to processes them for ingestion by the Media Player. The


‘ 1 the Media Player Media Player then has both the creative content and
the schedule for each individual digital panel.


5) Digital campaign reporting and monitoring in Clear A Proof of Play report for a given campaign is
Channel UKs campaign reporting system inPlay downloaded from inPlay and the delivery is reconciled


‘ 6) Playout reporting to clients and in-flight campaign to the media plan details from the signed agreement
reporting - —- (see procedure Ui).
5) Digital campaign reporting and monitoring in Clear Clear Channel UK monitor select campaigns during
Channel UK’s campaign reporting system inPlay their delivery. Where these campaigns are found to be


‘ 6) Playout reporting to clients and in-flight campaign under-delivering during flight Clear Channel UK actively
reporting seek to remediate before the end of the campaign.
5) Digital campaign reporting and monitoring in Clear All delivered campaign impacts and frame allocations
Channel UK’s campaign reporting system inPlay against media plan are reported completely and


‘
‘ 6) Playout reporting to clients and in-flight campaign accurately in line with commitments made by Clear


reporting Channel UK in the signed agreement.
For Adshel Live, Sainsbury’s Live, Asda Live and Wrap


7) Identification of digital frame hardware functionality screens hardware fault notifications are generated to
‘


‘ issues alert the Clear Channel UK Digital Support Team (DST)
and a remote fix is attempted.
lIthe remote fix is unsuccessful, Clear Channel UK’s


7) Identification of digital frame hardware functionality
DST arrange a site visit to resolve the hardware fault.


(xii)
issues


The DST raise a ticket with the closest branch. The
branch will perform a site visit to solve the hardware
fault within 8 working hours of notification.


(xiii)
7) Identification of digital frame hardware functionality


Where hardware faults are identified, faulty screens are


Issues
flagged as Temporarily Out of Charge (TOC). No plays
or impacts are booked toascreenfiaggedasToC.
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pwc
Independent assurance report to the directors of Clear Channel UK Limited for the delivery and
reporting of digital Out of Home campaigns for the three months ended 31 March 2019.


The directors of Clear Channel UK Limited (‘Clear Channel UK’) engaged us to perform an independent limited assurance
engagement in connection with the scope described below and the procedures set out in the third column of the table on
page ii of their report on Clear Channel UK’S delivery and reporting of digital Out of Home campaigns for the three months
ended 31 March 2019.


Our conclusion
Based on the results of our limited assurance procedures described below and the evidence we obtained, nothing has come
to our attention that causes us to believe that management’s procedures in the third column of page 11 were not correctly
applied in all material respects for the three months ended 31 March 2019 for the Adshel Live, Sainsbury’s Live, Asda Live
and Wrap products.


This conclusion is to be read in the context of what we say below.


Scone ofour work
We have performed a limited assurance engagement over the procedures set out in the third column of the table on page 11


(‘Clear Channel UK’s procedures’) within Clear Channel UK’s methodology (the ‘Methodology’), which outlines Clear
Channel UK’s delivery and reporting of digital Out of Home campaigns for the three months ended 31 March 2019 for the
Adshel Live, Sainsbui-y’s Live, Asda Live and Wrap products (the ‘Campaign Process’).


Our work has been performed in accordance with the agreement between us dated 17 January 2019.


Professional standards applied and level ofassurance
We performed our limited assurance engagement over Clear Channel UK’s procedures in accordance with International
Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000 (Revised) Assurance Engagements other than Audits and Reviews of Historical
Financial Information issued by the international Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.


Our independence and quality control
We complied with the Institute of Chartered Accountants ill England and Wales (ICAEW) Code of Ethics, which includes
independence and other requirements founded on fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence
and due care, confidentiality and professional behaviour.


We apply International Standard on Quality Control (UK) i and accordingly maintain a comprehensive system of quality
control including documented policies and s regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards and
applicable legal and regulatory requirements.


Inherent limitations
Our assurance procedures are limited to assessing the application of Clear Channel UK’s procedures within the Campaign
Process and are subject to the following inherent limitation:


• Management’s procedures in the third column of page flare based on historical information so any projections
about the delivery and reporting of future digital Out of Home campaigns would not be appropriate.


Work performed
Our limited assurance procedures primarily comprised:


• making enquiries of Clear Channel UK’s management;
• examining the Methodology and Clear Channels UK’s procedures;
• obtaining an understanding of the process and controls related to the activities in place to comply with the Clear


Channel UK’s procedures;
• assessing the adherence to Clear Channels UK’s procedures by testing a sample of campaigns run within the three


months ended 31 March 2019, and performing substantive testing:
o confirming the Campaign Planning team have correctly calculated the number of plays required to meet


the media plan (procedure i);
o confirming frames campaigns adhere to exclusions at1d prohibitions outlined (ii);
o confirming campaign data has been accurately recorded in the CRM and approved by customer via


electronic signature (iii — iv);
o validating creative content has been appropriately reviewed and uploaded to campaigns by management


o observing and reviewing content change logs (vi);
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o confirming schedules and creative content have been accurately transferred from the CMS to the Media
Player (vii);


o confirming playout togs have been generated arid accurately report the delivered plays (viii);
o confirming that ptayout logs are accurately populating inPtay, Clear Channel UK’s proprietary campaign


monitoring tool (viii);
o confirming that for our sampled campaigns, delivery was reported completely and accurately in line with


Clear Channel UK’s commitments (xi);
o testing that hardware fault notifications are generated in a live test (xii);
o observing digital frame hardware reporting functionality (xii -xiii); and


• obtaining a written representation letter from management.


• A limited assurance engagement is substantially less in scope than a reasonable assurance engagement under ISAE
3000 and involves less detailed testing. In addition, we have tested the consistent application of Clear Channel’s
impact multipliers used to calculate the required plays to meet a media plan but our testing does not extend to the
integrity of the underlying Route data itself or the appropriateness of the impact multiplier modet.


1)ireetors’ rusponszbzhties —


The directors of Clear Channel UK Limited are responsible for:


• establishing an appropriate Methodology and specific procedures for the Campaign Process;
• designing, implementing and monitoring the policies, activities, processes and controls that comply with the


specific procedures;
• their Report and Methodology, including the application of the procedures set out on page ii;


• supporting the Directors’ Statement with sufficient evidence, including documentation; and
• the maintenance and integrity of Clear Channel UK’s website.


Our responsibilities
We are responsible for:


a planning and performing the engagement to obtain evidence to support our assurance concltision;
• forming an independent conclusion, based on the procedures we have performed and the evidence we have


obtained, on the Directors’ Statement over their application of the procedures on page 1;; and
a reporting our conclusions to the directors of Clear Channel UK Limited.


We believe that the evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our conclusion.


intended users and purpose
This report is prepared for, and only for, the directors of Clear Channel UK, and solely for the purpose of reporting to them
on how they have applied Clear Channel IlK’s procedures in page ii of the Methodology and no other purpose. We do not, in
giving our conclusion, accept or assunie responsibility (legal or otherwise) or accept liability for, or in connection with, any
other purpose for which our report including the conclusion may be used, or to any other person to whom our report is
shown or into whose hands it may come, and no other persons shall be entitled to rely on our opinion.


We permit the disclosure of our report, in full only and in the company of the Directors’ Statement and Methodology, to
enable the directors to demonstrate that they have discharged their governance responsibilities by commissioning an
independent asstirance report over the application of Clear Channel UK’s procedures within the Methodology, without
assuming or accepting any responsibility or liability to any third parties on our part. To the fullest extent permitted by law,
we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the directors of Clear Channel UK for our work or this report
save where terms are expressly agreed and with our prior consent in writing.


PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Chartered Accountants
London


July2019
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